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ABSTRACT
Tailoring structural, chemical, and electronic (dis-)order in heterogeneous media is one of the transformative opportunities to enable new
functionalities and sciences in energy and quantum materials. This endeavor requires elemental, chemical, and magnetic sensitivities at the
nano/atomic scale in two- and three-dimensional space. Soft X-ray radiation and hard X-ray radiation provided by synchrotron facilities
have emerged as standard characterization probes owing to their inherent element-speciﬁcity and high intensity. One of the most promising
methods in view of sensitivity and spatial resolution is coherent diffraction imaging, namely, X-ray ptychography, which is envisioned to
take on the dominance of electron imaging techniques offering with atomic resolution in the age of diffraction limited light sources. In this
review, we discuss the current research examples of far-ﬁeld diffraction-based X-ray ptychography on two-dimensional and threedimensional semiconductors, ferroelectrics, and ferromagnets and their blooming future as a mainstream tool for materials sciences.
C 2019 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
V

creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5045131
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I. INTRODUCTION
1
2
2
2
5
6
6
9
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Low-dimensional materials are systems with at least one spatial
dimension limited to a maximum of 100 nm. These structures are
typically referred to as zero-, one-, or two-dimensional depending on
their spatial conﬁnement and can exhibit distinct properties due to
conﬁnement and energy quantization in correlated electron systems
and quantum materials. The common examples of low-dimensional
solid-state materials include transition metals, half metals, rare-earth
elements, and the corresponding oxide compounds, functioning as
semiconductors, superconductors, batteries, ferroelectrics, ferromagnets, and multiferroics. Understanding the role of structural, chemical, and electronic (dis-)order in the properties of these complex,
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heterogeneous systems is the foundation for engineering nextgeneration nano-scale quantum materials with tailored functionality
for, e.g., novel electronics. Thus far, imaging techniques relying on
electrons and X-rays have signiﬁcantly contributed to the advancement of synthesis science, materials optimization, and device operation. While electron microscopy, tomography, and diffraction with
aberration correction and advanced reconstruction algorithms have
dominated structural characterization owing to a spatial resolution
down to single atoms, synchrotron X-ray radiation has emerged as a
standard for chemical and magnetic characterization beneﬁting
from an inherent element-speciﬁcity and high intensity. One of the
most promising methods in view of sensitivity and spatial resolution
is coherent diffraction imaging, namely, X-ray ptychography,1
which is envisioned to take on the dominance of electron imaging
techniques in the rising age of diffraction limited light sources.
Advances in reconstruction algorithms, beam lines, and end stations, as well as the prospect of fully coherent beams with nextgeneration light sources, have fueled appeal and enthusiasm of
researchers worldwide to adapt X-ray ptychography for their science
taking advantage of high-resolution phase-contrast imaging. In particular, the current world-record in spatial resolution for soft and
hard X-ray ptychography is 5 nm2 and <15 nm,3 respectively. The
technique itself can be divided as follows: forward geometry: transmission ptychography,2 multi-slicing ptychography,4–6 although the
technique is currently at its infancy, and ptychographic X-ray computed tomography (PXCT)7 and Bragg geometry: Bragg projection
ptychography (BPP) and 3D Bragg ptychography. PXCT relies on
the tomographic reconstructions of at least one series of 2D ptychographic projections, where tomographic reconstructions could be
carried out on a series of 2D ptychographic projections using backprojection algorithms or other advanced algorithms.8 It offers a spatial resolution down to 16 nm9 and 14.6 nm10 in 3D in hard X-rays
and 11 nm11 in 3D soft X-rays.

X-ray regime, are regularly used for high-resolution real-space
imaging for magnetic systems.
For imaging techniques that involve reciprocal-space that is the
corresponding Fourier transform of the real-space wave function,
X-ray holography is a technique that employs the coherence of X-rays
to produce constructive and destructive interferences between the exit
sample wavefunction and the reference wavefunction. As a result, the
retrieval of structural information that is encoded in phase components of sample complex wavefunctions is accomplished. The technique was ﬁrst experimentally demonstrated by Eisebitt et al.14 and
applied to magnetic thin ﬁlm domain systems.15
Another reciprocal-space imaging technique that was invented
about two decades ago is coherent X-ray diffraction imaging (CXDI).
CXDI16 is the very ﬁrst lensless diffraction imaging technique, which
is widely used in materials science applications. This technique is used
to study biological samples,17–19 single crystalline materials,20 and
other condensed matter samples. CXDI in reﬂection geometry has also
been demonstrated.21 The fundamental principle behind CXDI is the
use of advanced iterative algorithms to reconstruct the real-space complex sample wavefunction through reciprocal-space coherent diffraction intensities with a stringent oversampling criterion.22 CXDI data
reconstructions sometimes can result in non-unique inversion solutions, and the elegant amalgamation of scanning transmission X-ray
microscopy (STXM) with CXDI, namely ptychography, has the potential to address this fundamental problem that poses an obstacle in
CXDI. The rapid development of ptychography in the recent decade
has signiﬁcantly improved the data reconstruction efﬁciencies and
should effectively alleviate the non-uniqueness solution problems in
CXDI.23 Researchers also combined holography with CXDI in the
reﬂection geometry24 and applied holography in conjunction with ptychography as recently reported.25 Sections II B and II C provide discussions on forward and Bragg geometry ptychography methods for
nanoscale materials science characterization studies.

II. PTYCHOGRAPHY: A SCANNING COHERENT X-RAY
DIFFRACTION IMAGING (CXDI) METHOD
A. Overview and introduction

B. Forward geometry ptychography

Developments in semiconductor and spin-based nano-electronical devices during the past few decades have been driving scientists
and engineers to invent advanced imaging methods to provide solutions for the characterization of next-generation nano-devices. The
ability to fabricate ultra-miniaturized nano-devices on an industrialized scale for commercialization demands that these devices are characterized with suitably high-resolution imaging tools. The current
high-resolution imaging techniques allow researchers to access the
fundamental length scale in nano-scale device technologies, previously
inaccessible due to the lack of available imaging tools. The fundamental length scale is typically on the order of a few nanometers to tens of
nanometers, where quantum mechanical phenomena in systems
under study become relevant. As a result, this has opened a new ﬁeld
of research that focuses on the study of nano-scale phenomena in lowdimensional structures. Electron-based imaging techniques such as
high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and
photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM) mechanisms are
widely used for the characterization of nanostructure dynamics.12,13 Transmission X-ray Microscopy (TXM) and Scanning
Transmission X-ray Microscopy (STXM), especially in the soft
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Ptychography is a technique that was originally invented by
Hoppe26 in the 1960s. Initially, the technique was proposed to study
the phase problem by recording overlapping Bragg reﬂections in electron diffraction experiments using a convergent beam. After a decade
of development of coherent X-ray diffraction imaging (CXDI)16,20,27
methods, Rodenburg et al.28 combined both STXM and CXDI to study
the extended samples, which became ptychography in modern age.
The “overlap constraint”28,29 is moved to real-space, and it is used in
ptychography iterative algorithms as illustrated in the diagram in Fig.
1. The details of mathematical and experimental concepts of X-ray
coherence along with how overlap and modulus constraints work in
ptychography are extensively discussed in Ref. 30 and Refs. 28, 29, and
31, respectively. The initial iterative algorithms used in ptychography
are categorized as ptychographic iterative engine (PIE)28 and
extended-PIE.32 In the PIE algorithms, the concepts are easy to grasp
as the real-space update proceeds in a serial fashion. The PIE algorithms work well when the probe is not ﬂuctuating or unstable.
Another type of ptychographic algorithm incorporates the original
difference-map method29,33 to decipher object and probe being
updated in parallel. As a result, the algorithms are more rigorous
mathematically, and the data inversion convergence can be reached
more aggressively. The relaxed averaged alternating reﬂection
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FIG. 1. Illustration of the earliest ptychographic iterative engine. The update of the
object and probe function is in a sequential order. Reprinted with permission from
Rodenburg et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 98(3), 034801 (2007). Copyright 2007 American
Physical Society.

(RAAR)2,34,35 algorithms have more advanced real-space overlap constraint compared to that of the difference map; therefore, in principle,
it maximizes the rate of data reconstruction convergence. Data redundancies in ptychography allow for the algorithms to take into account
the experimental imperfections such as ﬂuctuating diffraction intensities, background noises, and position imprecisions. As an example, the
maximum-likelihood is an extension on the original PIE36 and difference-map,37,38 which incorporates the character of Gaussian or
Poisson photon counting and the associated photon noises in real
experiments into the ptychographic iterative algorithms to optimize
data inversion quality. Furthermore, a class of very reﬁned algorithms
termed augmented projection ptychographic algorithms account for
ﬂuctuating intensities, position errors, poor calibration using multiplexing illumination, and unknown background offset39 in experimental data. The method is promising for high-quality ptychographic
reconstructions of experimental data with undesirably low-counting
statistics and imperfections in the data acquisitions. Ptychographic
algorithms using partially coherent X-rays40–43 increase the data
reconstruction efﬁciency and coherent ﬂux on sample. The utilization
of ﬂy-scan ptychography44,45 elegantly enables fast sample stage scans
with continuous motion, and it could signiﬁcantly improve ptychographic data collection efﬁciency and speed. Partial coherence in the
transverse direction is usually originated from synchrotron beamline
instabilities, such as vibrations of X-ray upstream general optics,
double-crystal monochromators, or X-ray focusing optics. The introduction of a relatively large band-width monochromator such as
multi-layer monochromator (MLM) might result in a relatively lower
longitudinal coherence length. In some cases, transverse partial coherence can originate from sample stage vibrations or instabilities of the
sample itself, introducing multiple modes in the complex object
wavefunction. Multi-modal considerations into ptychographic algorithms are discussed at the end of Sec. II B “Forward geometry
ptychography.” Moreover, the rapid developments of real-time ptychography data reconstruction software packages in multiple synchrotron facilities such as Advanced Photon Source (APS),46 SHARP
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(scalable heterogeneous adaptive real-time ptychography) at
Advanced Light Source,35,47 and National Synchrotron Light Source II
(NSLS II)48 deliver simultaneous ptychographic data collection and
inversion with a speed on the order of up to a few seconds at some
beamlines.
Ptychography was developed primarily for the study of extended
specimens, whereas the initial CXDI technique was introduced to solve
the “phase problem” inherent to diffraction.49–51 The most notable
issue of the “phase problem” is the fact that the phase information in
the exit wavefunction is lost during measurements. This is because the
diffraction intensities recorded on a detector are the modulus squared
of the exit wavefunction. As a result, the direct retrieval of structural
information that is encoded in the phase component of the complex
sample wavefunction is not possible. By applying advanced iterative
algorithms in ptychography, complex wavefunctions of both the sample and probe can be indirectly recovered. Ptychography can be performed with just a simple pinhole to select the appropriate coherence
level in experiments, such as that performed in the very ﬁrst ptychography measurements.7,29
In forward geometry, the sample, X-ray optics, and X-ray detectors are co-linear, and depending on the Fresnel numbers, there are
two classiﬁcations of forward geometry: near-ﬁeld52 and far ﬁeld ptychography.28 The near-ﬁeld (Fresnel) or far-ﬁeld (Fraunhofer) illumination of X-rays in ptychography experimental setups is based on the
diffracted wave-front curvature and the associated angular distribution
on the detector. In the near-ﬁeld regime, the interferences of the exit
waves after the sample are of high curvature due to the relatively short
sample-detector distance. Here, we deﬁne that the near-ﬁeld region is
where sample-detector distance D < a2/k, where a2 is the X-ray illuminated area and k is the wavelength of the incident X-rays. On the other
hand, when D > a2/k, the curvature of the diffracted wave-fronts
becomes less pronounced. A further increase in D does not change the
angular distribution of the experimental diffraction patterns in the farﬁeld regime.53
In this review, only far-ﬁeld diffraction based ptychography techniques are discussed. Forward-geometry ptychography in the far-ﬁeld
region collects coherent diffraction intensities, similar to the experimental geometry of small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)54 or wideangle X-ray scattering (WAXS).55 X-ray focusing optics is typically
used in ptychography measurements when high ﬂux is required for
weak-scattering samples. When using focusing optics, the resulting
X-ray probes have complicated structures due to the nature of the
focusing mechanisms. The fringes of probes at the focusing spots are
generally sinc function-like from Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) mirrors56,57
and Airy disk-like from Fresnel Zone Plates (FZPs).2,11,58,59 A coherence-deﬁning-aperture (CDA) is typically used to deﬁne the incoming
X-rays within the acceptable lateral coherence length to achieve the
coherence level in the transverse directions (both in the horizontal and
vertical directions), and it is usually located upstream of the focusing
optics. In the typical 3rd generation synchrotron radiation beamlines,
the size of CDA is usually chosen to be of one lateral coherence
length.60 The sinc function-like fringes in the focusing probe from the
KB mirrors are usually originated from the CDA, which is usually a
square slit.
Figure 2 shows a typical ptychography experimental setup2 using
a FZP as a focusing optics at the Advanced Light Source, Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory.
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FIG. 2. Layout of the soft X-ray ptychographic microscope. “Fine” and “Coarse”
in this image illustrate the high-resolution
“Fine” piezo-stage and the low-resolution
“Coarse” counterpart used in the ptychographic imaging setups. The red arrows
show the interferometers that measure relative displacements between the Fresnel
Zone Plate and the sample stage in the
scanning directions with 1.5 nm resolution.
The blue and brown components show
the Fresnel Zone Plate and the Order
Sorting Aperture in the experimental
setup, respectively. Reprinted with permission from Shapiro et al., Nat. Photonics
8(10), 765–769 (2014). Copyright 2014
Macmillan Publishers Ltd.

To collect ptychography datasets, X-ray beam illuminating areas
are made to overlap between the adjacent scan positions, typically by
50%–85%. X-ray probe sizes on the sample can be from 50 nm to tens
of microns, which are carefully selected by considering the experimental setup stability and the ﬁeld-of-view required for the interesting
regions of the samples.
Coherent diffraction patterns are then collected at each scan position by high performance X-ray detectors, with most hard X-ray
beamlines currently using photon-counting area detectors, while chargecoupled device (CCD) detectors are commonly used in soft X-ray
beamlines. Coherent diffraction patterns are reconstructed by the ptychographic iterative algorithms to image both the complex probe wave
functions and the real-space complex objects. Ptychography with the
upsampled data61,62 has been successful by trading off oversampling for
overlap. The upsampling technique utilizes the excessive overlap ratio in
real-space to compensate overall sampling conditions for deﬁciencies in
reciprocal-space oversampling ratios. Some important ﬁndings show that
the introduction of a diffuser in hard X-ray ptychography has led to
improved ptychographic reconstructions on strongly patterned samples.63,64 The introduction of a diffuser strengthens the diversity of the Xray probe structures, which could, in principle, aid ptychographic data
convergence but may require prior knowledge of the diffuser structure.
The reciprocal-space coherent diffraction intensities can be
expressed as follows:




(1)
Ij ðqÞ ¼ jFT pðr  rj Þ o ðr Þ j2 ¼ jFT wj ðr Þ j2 ;
where FT denotes the Fourier Transform operation, pðr  rj Þ is the
complex probe function, and o ðrÞ corresponds to the complex object
function in real-space. “ ” denotes the multiplication operation, and
wj ðrÞ is the real-space complex overall function, which is the product
of the probe and the object complex functions. The reciprocal-space
complex wave function can be written as
 
pﬃﬃﬃ
^ ;
(2)
W0 j ðqÞ ¼ Ij : exp i/
j
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^ denotes the phase part of the wave function intensity Ij at the
where /
j
detector pixel position j and W0 ðqÞ is the updated exit wave function
h
i
w0 j ðr Þ ¼ FT1 W0 j ðqÞ ;
(3)
where FT1 denotes the inverse Fourier Transform operation and
w0 j ðrÞ is the updated real-space wave function. Equations (1)–(3) represent the Fourier-space modulus constraint operation, which is
usually condensed into the operator PF .
In PIE algorithms, the real-space object update function, which is
also the real-space overlap constraint operation, thus can be expressed
as follows:
jpðr þ rj Þj p ðr þ rj Þ
jpmax ðr þ rj Þjjpðr þ rj Þj2 þ a


: b w0 j ðr Þ  wj ðr Þ ;

oj nþ1 ðr Þ ¼ oj n ðr Þ þ

(4)

where oj nþ1 ðrÞ is the updated complex object function from the previous complex object function oj n ðrÞ. a is a term used to avoid numerical
problems when the complex probe function pðr þ rj Þ is approximately
equal to 0, and b is a feedback parameter that is typically chosen to be
between 0.5 and 1. Equation (4) can be interpreted as the real-space
overlap constraint operation P0 in the PIE algorithms.
In the difference-map ptychographic algorithms, the real-space
overlap constraint P0 manifests to be the updates of both the object
and the probe complex functions as follows:
X
p ðr þ rj Þ : wj ðr Þ
j
onew ðr Þ ¼ X
;
(5)
jp ðr þ rj Þj2
j
X
pnew ðr Þ ¼

o ðr  rj Þ : wj ðr Þ
X
;
jo r  rj Þj2
j ð
j

(6)
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where the overall real-space overlap constraint update procedure can
be expressed as follows:
wnþ1 ¼ wn þ PF ð2P0 ðwn Þ  wn Þ  P0 ðwn Þ;

(7)

where PF is the Fourier-space modulus constraint operation, which is
equivalent to Eqs. (1)–(3). P0 is the real-space overlap constraint operation, which is equivalent to Eq. (4).
When partial coherence is introduced into the ptychographic
algorithms, multiple modes of both the sample and the probe need to
be considered and incorporated into the ptychographic iterative algorithms. This topic has been extensively discussed in a recent review
paper,65 and the principles have also been described in many recent
publications.40–43
C. Bragg ptychography
Ptychography in Bragg geometry has promised potential applications in compact or extended single crystalline nano-structures, with
its special emphasis on surface sciences and thin ﬁlm specimens.
Three-dimensional atomic displacement ﬁelds inside a single crystal
object can then be reconstructed.
This technique is an extension of a previously well-known
method, Bragg Coherent diffraction imaging (Bragg CDI).20,27 Studies
on isolated single crystalline structures by Bragg CDI have been investigated by the current state-of-art instrumentations at available beamline worldwide, such as 34-ID-C at the Advanced Photon Source
(APS), ID-01 and ID-13 at the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facilities (ESRF), and I13 at the Diamond Light Source (DLS). To
advance this technique further, Bragg-geometry ptychography is considered advantageous over the conventional Bragg CDI because of the
overlapping of scan positions being introduced into the coherent diffraction intensities in two- or three-dimensional datasets. If the experimental setups are sufﬁciently stable, the arbitrarily large ﬁeld-of-view
can be measured for extended samples. One constraint for Bragg
ptychography is that probe structures have to be known a priori as the

scitation.org/journal/are

technique currently does not allow simultaneous reconstructions of
both the sample and the probe.
Bragg-geometry ptychography is thought to be much more
robust for solving highly strained structures because of the inherent
nature of overlap in real-space during data acquisition and algorithms.
These problems still remain difﬁcult in the conventional Bragg CDI
although many attempts have shown solutions to overcome the problems in some recent studies.66–70
One of the major challenges to the successful data inversion of
the Bragg ptychography in reﬂection-geometry is to make sure that
the optical path length difference (OPLD) is always equal to or smaller
than the longitudinal coherence length of a particular experimental
setup.71 It is thus important to properly estimate the OPLD throughout the measurements in Bragg-reﬂection geometry ptychography.
Figure 3 shows the Bragg projection ptychography (BPP) ray diagram72 by performing beam scanning in the laboratory frame; the
beam displacement that follows the projected overlap is considered
symmetric with equal step-sizes within the experimental detector
plane (a0 b0 ¼ a00 b00 ) for the specular diffraction geometry. The specular diffraction geometry of BPP is shown in Fig. 3, and it is demonstrated nicely on the diffraction symmetry in the specular case where
the sample of interest is a thin ﬁlm single crystalline system. Due to
the reﬂection geometry of the BPP, only sample information in the
projected slice is fully inverted in the iterative reconstructions. Bragg
ptychography in Laue geometry has also been demonstrated with colinear diffraction geometry on biological matters.73,74
BPP was developed on the 2D projection approach and demonstrated by Hruszkewycz et al.75–78 BPP uses the data collected through
two-dimensional projections at the Bragg condition when the diffraction intensities are the highest rather than three-dimensional Bragg
peaks collected as in Bragg CDI. A recent study carried out detailed
analysis on the feasibilities of studying thin ﬁlm domain structures by
BPP.75 In general, the 2D approach is justiﬁed by the Fourier slice theorem: a 2D planar cross section of the 3D intensity pattern in reciprocal space (e.g., at a Bragg peak) is the Fourier transform of the
projection in real space. The detailed concepts of the Fourier slice

FIG. 3. Schematic of Bragg projection on an idealized niobium thin ﬁlm presenting a single layer of structural domains. By scanning the beam in the laboratory frame, the projected overlap after the beam displacement is symmetric with equal step-sizes within the detector plane (a0 b0 ¼ a00 b00 ) for the specular case. Reprinted with permission from
Burdet et al., Phys. Rev. B 96(1), 014109 (2017). Copyright 2017 American Physical Society.
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theorem in diffraction and tomography are described previously in
the literature.79,80 BPP considers the projection of the X-ray illumination volume, along the kf direction, that is, the exit wave function
propagation
direction onto the detector plane, in the following way:
Ð
ðPðr  rj Þ OðrÞdkf Þ; where dkf is the vectorial integration element,
P and O are the complex functions of the probe and the object, respectively, r is the 3D real-space lattice vector, and rj represents the successive positions of the probe function.
To make BPP valid in such a way that a 2D intensity pattern in
the Bragg geometry can be used to reconstruct a 2D real-space object
complex function,75–78 analogous to that being regularly used in the
2D forward geometry ptychography formalism, the projection of the
X-ray illumination volume, along the exit wave function propagation
direction onto
Ð has to be rewritten as the following
Ð the detector plane
expression: ðPðr  rj Þdkf Þ  ðOðrÞdkf Þ, where both the probe and
the object terms will be reduced to 2D quantities. Under this 3D to 2D
transformation, some strong requirements are needed so that the
mathematical simpliﬁed transformations can hold.75 The main
requirements including (1) the 2D structures in the thin ﬁlm under
study are projections along the X-ray probe direction and (2) the
probe illumination sizes on the sample are much bigger than the sample thickness (invariance of the ﬁlm structures along the probe illumination integration direction; in other words, the structure in the
thickness direction of the sample, which is composed to be a single
domain of structural information, should not vary across the probe
illuminated area on the sample). The successful BPP to date on phaseshifted domains in the thin ﬁlm has been conducted on a sample
with only a single information layer within the thickness direction.72
In Sec. III (Low-dimensional Materials Science examples for X-ray
ptychography), some of the most prominent physics examples are discussed and how X-ray Bragg ptychography could be employed as an
important characterization tool in the foreseeable future is assessed.
III. LOW-DIMENSIONAL MATERIALS SCIENCE
EXAMPLES FOR X-RAY PTYCHOGRAPHY
A. Charge, conductivity, and strain
Nanowires (NWs) are usually synthesized via the bottom-up or
top-down approaches, such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or
electron beam lithography, respectively. Semiconductor nanowires are
of particular importance in the solid state electronics applications,
such as silicon or germanium nanowire-based ﬁeld-effect transistors
(FETs) and nanowire-based photovoltaic solar cells.81–83 There has
been growing interest in gaining a better understanding of the undesirable mechanisms such as the electromigration in silicon-based transistors. Electron migration results in the connection failure in circuit
interconnects in integrated circuits (ICs). The aim is to strengthen the
properties of semiconductor devices and improve the performance of
the devices in general.
A new class of III-V nanowire heterostructures have been under
intense research in the past decade. New devices have demonstrated
signiﬁcant improvements in the efﬁciency and the performance compared with that of the homogeneous nanowires.84,85 Heterostructured
nanowire-based devices with various structural complexities exhibit
different structural, optical, and electrical transport properties. In these
complex systems, the generation and relaxation of compressive (tensile) strains, local dislocations, or defects are of the fundamental
importance; the ability to image the strains in situ is a key step towards
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mastering growth parameters in the manipulation of the physical
properties of nanowire heterostructure systems. It is well known that
large numbers of structural defects are usually generated as a result of
the complexity of the heterostructure system due to the unpredictable
interfacial structures developed along the nanowire growth axis.
Ptychography with high spatial and spectroscopic sensitivities may
provide solutions to those critical questions.
The ability to select the arbitrarily deﬁned ﬁeld-of-view in ptychography allows researchers to select the region of scan areas to
match the sizes/shapes of the nanostructures under study. Even when
nanowires are of signiﬁcantly higher aspect ratio and substantial elongation, ptychography is capable of inverting the structures of these
nanowires without difﬁculties. The only concern is that the data acquisition time required to image large nanowires can be relatively long.
However, using partially coherent X-rays40–43 and ﬂy-scan ptychography44,45 in the diffraction-limited synchrotron facilities, one can drastically reduce the total data acquisition time by using multi-modal
ptychography.40,41,43,86
For investigations of single crystalline nanowires, the sensitivity
of Bragg ptychography can enable the recovering of complete 3D
strain tensor within a nanowire, and this has been successfully performed with CXDI at a relatively high spatial resolution on a ZnO
nanorod.87 Robinson and Harder have comprehensively demonstrated
the mathematical derivation of the complete strain retrieval using
CXDI in Bragg geometry.20 This concept can be extended to Bragg
ptychography, although applying it to 3D Bragg ptychography can be
especially challenging. The associated strain tensors within single crystalline nanowires/thin ﬁlms can be quantitatively reconstructed by
using Bragg ptychography. Some exemplary demonstrations of Bragg
ptychography studies on the single crystal structures include the SiGeon-SOI structure,78 the nanoscale semiconductor heterostructures,76
and a single InGaN/GaN core–shell nanowire.88 2D BPP has been
used for imaging the surfaces of the crystal truncation rod89 in a recent
study. BPP on niobium phase domains has been recently demonstrated72 with a spatial resolution of about 37 nm. In order to satisfy
the projection approximation, the thin ﬁlm thickness was much
smaller than the X-ray probe size on the sample.75 Researchers have
combined both Bragg CXDI and BPP to study core-shell-shell nanowires GaAs/(In,Ga)As/GaAs nanowires (NWs).90 In the projection
case, where the X-ray illuminating area is relatively large due to the
small incident angle, this condition can be satisﬁed when thin ﬁlm
samples are of thickness of hundreds of nanometer. For Bragg ptychography in 3D geometry, there has been some remarkable breakthrough in the last few years, notably, the retrieval of 2D displacement
ﬁelds from silicon, the identiﬁcation of strains of nanowires on a silicon-on-insulator wafer91 structure, strain mapping of an extended
ZnO crystal,92 silicon-on-insulator nanostructures,93 an extended InP
nanostructured layer bonded onto silicon,94 and a new insight into
nanoscale lattice behavior, strain ﬁelds, and structural defects by using
3D Bragg projection ptychography (3DBPP)95 and multiangle BPP.96
Figure 496 shows lattice displacements (encoded in the phase of the 3D
reconstructions) within the multiple-angle (ma) BPP reconstruction of
a single InGaAs nanowire; additionally, it displays the converted strain
ﬁelds at the same position in one of the 2D projection slices of the 3D
multiple-angle reconstructions on the nanowire. Another impressive
study applied 3DBPP in a silicon-on-insulator nanostructure,93 with
the help of ﬁnite element models (FEM) to compare and assist the
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FIG. 4. maBPP reconstruction of the 2110 peak. A cut into the (a) 3D reconstruction and (b) 2D cuts are taken from this volume. The cross-sectional cut was taken from
the line marked (dashed white line). This reconstruction gives sensitivity to lattice displacement along G2110 (white arrow). The same 2D cross-sections are converted to
strain (11) (c). Pixels at which the strain-derivative wraps over in phase are not shown because they are nonphysical. The red arrows identify the NW facet that was
adhered to the Si substrate. All scale bars are 50 nm. Reprinted with permission from Hill et al., Nano Lett. 18(2), 811–819 (2018). Copyright 2018 American Chemical
Society.

FIG. 5. (a) 3D isosurface plot rendition of the retrieved crystalline SOI structure density, shown in the laboratory frame (threshold at 30%). The length of the frame black lines
corresponds to 0.1 lm. (b) Same as (a), other view. (c) Orthogonal 2D cuts of the density. (d) Orthogonal 2D cuts (2D slicing that is perpendicular with respect to the direction
of the displacement ﬁeld component…) of the displacement ﬁeld component U220. The color scale used to plot the U220 images is given at the bottom. (e) 2D cut in the (y,z)
plane extracted from (d). The speciﬁc behavior of U220 is emphasized in the 1D cuts taken along the colored lines in (f) and (g). Reprinted with permission from Chamard
et al., Sci. Rep. 5, 9827 (2015). Copyright 2015 Macmillan Publishers Ltd.
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data analyses and interpretations. Figure 593 displays the threedimensional reconstructed amplitude and phase maps of a single 3D
lithographically patterned silicon-on-insulator nanostructure by
implementing 3DBPP. These works demonstrated the promising perspective of 3DBPP for the investigation of nanostructured semiconductor materials.
For studying nanostructures by transmission geometry ptychography, a previous research has demonstrated that ptychography can
extract the chemical compositions from biological specimens.97
Furthermore, a recent invention of near-edge X-ray refraction ﬁnestructure microscopy, which was reported from studies at the Advanced
Light Source,58,98 is a new example of studying elemental mapping97
of nano-battery materials using soft X-ray spectroscopy-ptychography.99 The study utilized both absorption (b) and phase (d) components of the refractive indices of nano-materials to calculate the
chemical mapping of the materials with high phase sensitivities. This
results in enhanced contrast in the chemical mapping of the same
materials compared to that of absorption-only, using the same experimental parameters. The fundamental nature of the structural, physical,
and chemical properties of high-performance batteries that are commonly used in the energy industry is particularly important for the
design of next-generation energy devices.100,101 Using spectroscopyptychography, researchers can obtain a better understanding of these
properties as the technique is chemical, elemental, and phase sensitive.
Figure 6 shows two-dimensional reconstructions of a nano-battery

FIG. 6. (a) and (b) Experimental scattering contrast images of the partially discharged cathode agglomerate (50% state of charge) at two energies with peak contrast for the two components (X-ray energy of 708 eV for LiFePO4 and 710 eV for
FePO4). The arrows point to lithium rich (red) and lithium poor (blue) regions. (c)
Chemical composition map of the agglomerate obtained through mapping the
experimental total contrast spectra of the two components. (d) R-factor map of the
linear ﬁtting shown in (c). Reprinted with permission from Appl. Phys. Lett. 110(6),
063101 (2017). Copyright 2017 AIP Publishing LLC.
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particle that is composed of both LiFePO4 (LFP) and FePO4 (FP) using
both refraction and absorption components with enhanced chemical
sensitivities by using a combination of principal component analysis
and singular value decomposition (SVD).102,103 Researchers have performed a similar study on catalyst particles,104 and this has demonstrated that this technique is an advanced high-resolution versatile
imaging tool for the investigation of nanostructures of batteries.
To extend the investigation of nano-scale battery particles in 3D,
one latest study has shown this promising potential in the 3D structural retrieval. Figure 711 shows the three-dimensional quantitative
chemical phase distribution of an individual nano-particle by soft Xray PXCT. The chemical map of the nano-particle investigated has
three components: LiFePO4-rich, mixed of both LiFePO4-rich and
FePO4-rich components, and FePO4-rich, and each of the components
can be described as linear equations. As a result, the relative compositions of LiFePO4-rich and FePO4-rich can be used to retrieve the
quantitative 3D distribution of the iron oxidation state. Similarly, in
3D semiconductor devices, researchers have successfully reconstructed
nanostructures within 3D integrated circuits4,10,105 using PXCT in
recent studies, and this paves a way for the high-throughput high-resolution tomographic nanoscale structural characterization studies in the
military and semiconductor industries.
Following the great success in the recent ptychography studies on
nanowires and nanostructures (in both transmission and Bragg geometries), there has been growing demands for using ptychography to
further investigate nanoscale materials for groundbreaking discoveries.
Future studies on Bragg ptychography should focus on key unsolved
physics problems, such as ﬁrst order phase transitions (FOPTs) in
materials such as BaTiO3 and similar single crystalline oxides.106
FOPTs are typically of discontinuous nature, that is, the ﬁrst derivatives of Gibbs free energy (G) with respect to temperature or pressure
are discontinuous by deﬁnition. On the other hand, the second-order
phase transitions are continuous in the ﬁrst derivatives of G, and they
display discontinuity in the second derivatives of G with respect to
either the temperature or the pressure of the systems under investigation. BaTiO3 at the ambient pressure undergoes FOPTs from cubic,
tetragonal, orthorhombic to rhombohedral crystallographic structures
from the highest to the lowest phase transition temperatures.
Similarly, in vanadium dioxide, the electronic insulator-to-metal transition (IMT) suggests measureable structural changes107 from the
monoclinic phase at lower temperature to the rutile phase at higher
temperature. The co-existence of both competing ferromagnetic and
anti-ferromagnetic domains through the transition process follows in
parallel with a commensurate expanded lattice. The open question
asks what role lateral mismatch induced strain plays in the nucleation
and growth behaviour of ferromagnetic to anti-ferromagnetic transition. A better understanding of the FOPT mechanisms allows us to
engineer and control the phase transitions for high-performance
device applications. The crystallographic lattice strains that are caused
by the crystal lattice perturbations are also important for the manipulation and the control of phase transitions in the magneto-elastic systems. BPP is capable of detecting the phase shifts of tens of
nanometers and the lattice displacements of up to a single atomic lattice constant for achieving pico-meter strain sensitivity because of the
nature of the long-ranged strain states. Therefore, the detailed structural evolution arising from FOPTs can be detected and observed
using Bragg geometry ptychography with X-rays.
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FIG. 7. Representative three-dimensional (3D) chemical phase distribution of individual particles of LiFePO4-rich, mixture of both LiFePO4-rich and FePO4-rich components, or
FePO4-rich. (a), (d), and (g) Front (left) and backside (right) views of the isosurface of three chemical components. Cross-sectional views along the thickness direction [(b), (e),
and (h)] and along the large face [(c), (f), and (i)]. The cross-sectional planes are indicated as magenta and cyan colored boxes in 3D isosurface plots. The red, green, and
blue indicate LFP-rich, mixed, and FP-rich voxels, respectively. All scale bars are 50 nm. Reprinted with permission from Yu et al., Nat. Commun. 9(1), 921 (2018). Copyright
2018 Macmillan Publishers Ltd.

B. Magnetism and ferroelectricity
Ferroelectric and magnetic materials are characterized by a longrange ordering of atoms and electron spins and the emergence of a
polarization and magnetization, respectively. The close relationship
between atomic (structural and chemical) and microscopic (magnetic
and ferroelectric) properties ideally requires a highly sensitive probe to
visualize the microscopic properties, such as domains, domain walls
(DWs), and spin current, at the (sub-)nano scale. This becomes even
more evident in heterogeneous systems with imperfections, such as
interfaces, amorphous ﬁlms, granular ﬁlms, nanowires, and nanoparticles.108–111 Additionally, the polarization and magnetization themselves may form 3D non-collinear structures, such as domain walls,
vortices, Skyrmions,112–117 and Hopﬁons.118,119 In fact, recent years
have seen tremendous efforts to explore non-collinear structures in view
of both basic sciences and use-inspired research for sensing, neuromorphic computing, and data storage applications. It is worth to note that
despite distinct underlying mechanisms of magnetism (exchange interaction) and ferroelectricity (atomic displacement), both reveal to great
extent the same large variety of non-collinear structures. While the
advent of 3D nanomagnetism120 and 3D nanoferroelectricity has been
contingent on the advancement of synthesis science and theory, their
future will most likely be determined by imaging techniques providing
3D spatial resolution at the sub-nanoscale to further tailor properties.
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The ability to manipulate extrinsic effects to improve the piezoelectric properties has brought attention to the research ﬁeld of complex electronic systems and multiferroics.121,122 One of the key aims of
the research is to directly characterize and image domain structures,
especially those associated with phase transitions and magnetic heterogeneities. Obtaining a greater understanding of the structural evolution
of domains under various external stimuli is crucial for the nextgeneration ferroelectric or ferromagnetic device applications. It is wellknown that the piezoelectric constant becomes maximal when speciﬁc
crystallographic orientations along the c-axis of ferroelectric crystals,
such as BaTiO3, are designated. The speciﬁc crystallographic orientation ensures the highest intrinsic piezoelectric constant, which is
directly related to the material properties. Discovering how the extrinsic piezoelectric properties within a piezoelectric system occur is possible using high-resolution X-ray imaging. It is suggested that in
ferroelectric materials with 90 DWs, narrowing the width of the DWs
while maintaining the ratio to domain size has drastically increased
piezoelectric constants.123 Furthermore, in ferroelectric materials, piezoelectric domain properties can be engineered by applying an external electrical ﬁeld and temperature.124 Using BPP, it was shown on the
example of single-crystal ferroelectric thin ﬁlms77 that the domain
size, domain wall width, and type, e.g., 90 or 180 domain walls, can
be tuned and selected according to the electrical ﬁeld voltage vs.
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temperature phase diagrams. The challenge with visualizing the internal structure of ferroelectric domain walls, typically done with highresolution scanning transmission electron microscopy, is the spatial
conﬁnement to a few unit cells (<5 nm), which could be overcome by
taking advantage of the high spatial resolution of X-ray ptychography.
A similar dependence holds for magnetic thin ﬁlms, where the
magnetization conﬁguration can be tailored according to the magnetic
ﬁeld vs. temperature phase diagram. Although magnetic DWs are
slightly broader than their ferroelectric counterpart, they typically
resemble complex non-collinear spin textures. While traditionally
magnetic DWs were simpliﬁed as 1D boundary regions, modern magnetism has recognized the importance of their internal structure,
namely, type, symmetry, chirality, and thickness proﬁle, particularly in
view of the advent of spintronics125,126—a novel concept of electronics
harnessing electron spins. To this end, manipulating DWs via spin
current, exchange interactions, bias ﬁelds, temperature, composition,
and heterogeneity has become one of the leading themes. X-ray ptychography with X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) has the
potential to visualize the element speciﬁcally the internal structure of
DWs at the nanoscale, ultimately offering the retrieval of the 3D magnetization vector ﬁeld. Acquiring two series with opposite X-ray polarization and subsequent division or tuning the energy through the
resonance allows for further correlating the magnetization conﬁguration with heterogeneities. Figure 8 shows exemplarily the phase and
amplitude contrast of out-of-plane magnetized SmCo5 thin ﬁlms near
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the cobalt L3 absorption edge with a spatial resolution down to about
10 nm.59 A similar spatial resolution was reported for FeGd thin
ﬁlms127 and magnetotactic bacteria117,118 near the iron L3 edge. A
recent example on imaging Skyrmions by soft X-ray ptychography128
has shown promising potential in the development of this scientiﬁc
area. These works were in good agreement with XMCD studies using
other X-ray imaging and scattering techniques, such as X-ray resonant
holography15 and resonant soft X-ray scattering (RSoXS).119,120 The
great advantage of soft X-rays compared to hard X-rays is the probing
of dipole transitions, which provide a signiﬁcantly enhanced magnetic
contrast at the expense of a limited sample thickness of about 100 nm.
However, this limitation did not hinder the application of hard X-ray
ptychography to study ﬁlms but extends the application potential
towards 100’s of nanometer thick samples and rare-earth elements.129,130 Figure 9 displays hard X-ray ptychography results near
the gadolinium L3 edge on a 500 nm-thick FeGd ﬁlm, conducted at
the cSAXS beamline, Swiss Light Source, which later on demonstrated
magnetic hard X-ray PXCT.131
The typical setup of normal and oblique incidence (sensitivity)
for magnetic ﬁlms with perpendicular and in-plane magnetic anisotropy, respectively, provides means to study the domain morphology,
magnetization reversal processes, and element speciﬁcity. However, it
is not possible to retrieve satisfying information on the internal structure of DWs. This is due to the spatial conﬁnement, threedimensionality (rapidly varying magnetization components), and

FIG. 8. Reconstructed amplitude (a)–(c) and phase (d)–(f) components of three X-ray energies of the SmCo5 thin ﬁlm sample in transmission geometry. (a) and (d)
Reconstructions at an X-ray energy of 778 eV; (b) and (e) reconstructions at an X-ray energy of 778.6 eV; and (c) and (f) reconstructions at an X-ray energy of 780 eV. The red
open circle and square (with a red zoomed open square) indicate the inclusions present in the thin ﬁlm sample. Note that in (d), the inclusions have opposite contrast (white
color), indicating that the phase contrast is reversed compared to phase contrast in (f). The gray-scale bar is in the range of 0.2 to 0.5 rad. The phase component of the
refractive index changes the sign when going through the absorption component maximum. (g) Difference of left- and right-polarized reconstructed phase images at 780 eV Xray energy taken at the position shown in (c) and (f). The gray-scale bar is in the range of 0.4 to 0.4 rad. (h) Sum of left- and right-polarized reconstructed phase images at
an X-ray energy of 780 eV. The gray-scale bar is in the range of 0 to 1.2 rad. Reprinted with permission from Appl. Phys. Lett. 108(9), 094103 (2016). Copyright 2016 AIP
Publishing LLC.
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FIG. 9. (a) XMCD ptychographic images of the magnetic domain conﬁguration of the FeGd ﬁlm obtained from the difference taken between images measured with CircularRight and Circular-Left polarized light. Phase contrast (upper row) and absorption contrast (lower row) are given for a number of photon energies spanning the Gd L3 edge.
Scale bars represent 1 lm. (b) The absorption XMCD (red circles) and phase XMCD (blue squares) signal extracted from the images is presented, providing a direct comparison of the phase and absorption signals. The XMCD data are compared with a reference absorption XMCD spectrum (red line) measured in ﬂuorescence on a similar sample
and the corresponding phase XMCD reference spectrum calculated with the Kramers-Kronig relations (dashed blue line). A transmission spectrum of the sample (black line) is
provided as a reference. Reprinted with permission from Donnelly et al., Phys. Rev. B 94(6), 064421 (2016). Copyright 2016 American Physical Society.

sensitivity to only one magnetization component. In other words, the
DW type, chirality, and symmetry cannot unambiguously be identiﬁed
for simple cases (Fig. 10)135 or more complicated hybrids.132 This limitation can be overcome with Lorentz microscopy, which allows for
retrieving the two in-plane magnetization components or tilting the
sample around symmetry axes of the sample/DW and correlating with
simulations or performing tomography. The ﬁrst prototypical demonstration of magnetic X-ray tomography was given on the example of a
uniaxial tubular system that enabled a reconstruction from one tilt
series.133 The critical limitation to one single tilt axis perpendicular to
the X-ray propagation direction (sensitivity) was due to spatial restrictions of the experimental setup to about 1 mm between the sample
and vacuum windows. Switching to either vacuum soft X-ray microscopes or hard X-ray microscopes has empowered the community to
lift those limitations and carry out true 3D magnetic X-ray tomography. Despite a signiﬁcant boost in research activities and ongoing
efforts at various synchrotron radiation facilities, thus far only one
more demonstration was reported utilizing PXCT.131 In their work,
Donnelly et al. impressively visualize the 3D magnetization vector ﬁeld
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of a soft-magnetic GdCo micropillar (5 lm in diameter) with a spatial
resolution of about 100 nm (Fig. 11). In spite of the relatively poor spatial resolution, they were able to identify Bloch points and Anti-Bloch
points based on the surrounding magnetization conﬁguration,131 similar to Lorentz microscopy in 2D.132 The combination of ptychography
and hard X-rays beneﬁted spatial resolution, enlarged the attenuation
length, and provided plenty of space for implementing multiple rotation axes. The highly sensitive phase contrast of X-ray ptychography
compensated in parts the signiﬁcantly weaker XMCD contrast of nondipole transitions at the expense of data acquisition and analysis.
Establishing magnetic X-ray tomography as a main stream tool faces
three challenges: (i) designing and upgrading more end stations; (ii)
improving reconstruction algorithms in view of computation, accuracy, and universality; and most importantly (iii) harnessing fully
coherent beams. As ptychography relies on coherence, its performance
is currently very limited and will experience a mind-blowing boost
(two orders of magnitude) once the ongoing upgrades to diffraction
limited light sources with much higher ﬂux of coherent beams are
complete in the next one to two decades. Iterative retrieval algorithms
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FIG. 10. Different types of domain walls: (a) Ising type, (b) Bloch type, (c) Neel type, and (d) mixed Ising-Neel type walls. A mixed Ising-Bloch type would look similar to (d)
except that the rotation (hB) would be out of the plane of the polarization vector. Reprinted with permission from Lee et al., Phys. Rev. B 80(6), 060102 (2009). Copyright 2009
American Physical Society.

for 3D reconstruction have seen a signiﬁcant improvement in both
computation and accuracy.134
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE OUTLOOKS
Ptychography is a powerful tool to visualize nanostructures in
hard-condensed matter in both reﬂection (Bragg geometry) and transmission (forward geometry) with high spatial resolution and quantitative highly sensitive phase contrast. Electron ptychography relying on
scanning transmission electron diffraction and X-ray ptychography
with STXM are two representatives of the family of coherent imaging
complementing X-ray interferometry and X-ray and electron holography that take advantage of the non-destructive phase contrast properties and phase retrieval to unveil features at the nanoscale. The X-ray
ptychography with element speciﬁcity is a strong contender for
imaging materials with a large scattering cross-section since local heterogeneities can be investigated in a large ﬁeld-of-view with high experimental data statistics. Researchers are now able to investigate chemical
and physical phenomena in nanoscale systems, e.g., semiconductors,
superconductors, batteries, ferroelectrics, ferromagnets, and multiferroics, in both transmission and reﬂection using resonant X-ray absorption of soft or hard X-rays. The current focus on demonstrating
ptychography on primarily prototypical systems will shift toward complex systems with real-world conditions. Future directions in Bragg ptychography include in-situ and operando measurements of functional
devices, e.g., strain evolution in ferroelectric and piezoelectric actuators.
Understanding the inﬂuence of structural and chemical heterogeneities
on the performance, i.e., charging and discharging, of nano-battery
devices is one avenue for transmission X-ray ptychography. Facilitating
time-resolved spectroscopy-ptychography measurements allows for
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examining the structural and chemical transformation of battery oxide
cathode materials as a function of (dis-)charging speed and for optimizing cycling and lifetime. Establishing magnetic X-ray ptychography as
a main stream tool in foreseeable future calls for designing and
upgrading end stations, efﬁcient data acquisitions, and live postprocessing to visualize magnetism-related textures and heterogeneities.
Reconstructing the 3D vector ﬁelds of heterogeneities with tomographic imaging will be essential to explore 3D nano-magnetism and
3D nano-ferroelectricity in view of novel electronics succeeding
CMOS technology.
The ongoing upgrades to diffraction limited light sources with
much higher coherent beams, which are expected to be completed in
the next one to two decades, will empower researchers to probe dynamics and ﬂuctuations at time scales ranging down to femto seconds and
to visualize heterogeneities in 3D space using X-ray ptychography as a
main stream characterization tool. Advancing synchrotron beamline
environment stability, in-situ or in-vivo sample environments, ptychographic iterative algorithms, and X-ray detectors are further improvements to fully foster the coherent ﬂux of diffraction limited light
sources. Future developments of (CCD) detectors aim to increase the
efﬁciency (sensitivity) and dynamic range in wide energy ranges, reduce
pixel size, and improve energy resolution and count rate of photoncounting sensing areas by overcoming the bottleneck of charge-sharing
effects and to minimize polarization issues for very high X-ray ﬂuxes for
direct-detection semiconductor materials. The inherent synergy of science and technology accompanying the transformation to diffractionlimited synchrotron facilities and 4th generation X-ray free electron
laser sources around the world enables novel X-ray characterization
techniques, next-generation devices, and applications to nanotechnology
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FIG. 11. (a) A section taken perpendicular to the long axis of a soft GdCo2 magnetic cylinder sample is shown, in which the streamlines represent the x–z components of the
magnetization and different magnetic structures can be identiﬁed. The diameter of the magnetic cylinder under this study is 5 lm. There are anticlockwise vortices, such as (i)
and (iii), a clockwise vortex (iv), and antivortices, such as (ii), which occur between two vortices with the same vorticity. (b) and (c) The three-dimensional magnetic nanostructure of a vortex (i) and an antivortex (ii), respectively, is shown in more detail. A section of a cross-tie wall consisting of a succession of vortex and antivortex structures is indicated by the dashed white line in (a). Scale bars represent 1 lm in (a) and 300 nm in (b) and (c). Reprinted with permission from Donnelly et al., Nature 547(7663), 328–331
(2017). Copyright 2017 Macmillan Publishers Ltd.

and nanomaterials across life, chemical, physical, materials, and engineering sciences in an inter-/multi-disciplinary manner.
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